Courses instructed by the Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation (KIN, PERLS, HE ED, RLS, PAC, DAC, HEED and DANCE) are restricted to students in our degree programs and to out-of-faculty students who require specific courses in their major or minor (not including optional courses). Notes in Bear Tracks indicate which programs and at which date these students are eligible to enroll.

Some courses are opened automatically to students outside of the faculty in mid-August as outlined through the notes in Bear Tracks (Ex. HE ED 110 and 100 Level PAC courses). In addition to this, the faculty selects a small number of courses that will be considered for out of faculty enrolment via Course Placement Request (cannot be added through Bear Tracks student enrolment). The list of eligible courses is included in the following information.

Please note that the Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation teaches a number of classes in Spring and Summer without restrictions (open to all students studying at the University of Alberta).

Course Placement Forms can be submitted beginning August 17th at 8:00 AM through [this Google Form](https://www.google.com/forms). Forms submitted prior to this date and time will not be considered.

A Course Placement Form cannot be submitted for a course that does not have open spots. Only the courses listed on the next page will be considered for out of faculty placement.

Please be aware of any prerequisites required for a course you are requesting.

[www.uab.ca/ksr](http://www.uab.ca/ksr)
Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation
Student Services Office
780-492-5604
ksr.info@ualberta.ca
2020-2021 Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation Open Courses

Courses Open Now or Opening Automatically in Bear Tracks:
(typically open between 8 and 10 AM on August 17th)

- 100-level PAC Classes
- DAC 125 (Fall) - Social Dance
- DANCE 340 (Fall and Winter) - Modern Dance
- DANCE 345 (Fall) - Modern Dance Techniques (DAC 160/165 or DANCE 200 or DANCE 340 prerequisite)
- HE ED 110 (Fall and Winter) - Introduction to Personal Health and Well-Being
- INT D 280 (Winter) - The Mountain World: Introduction to Interdisciplinary Mountain Studies
- INT D 439 (Fall) - Ukrainian Dance
- RLS 100 (Fall) - Life, Leisure and the Pursuit of Happiness

Courses Available by Course Placement Form beginning August 17th at 8:00am MST:

Fall Term 2020

- KIN 100 - Human Anatomy
- RLS 225 - Program Planning for Leisure (RLS 100 prerequisite)
- RLS 263 - Principles of Tourism

Winter 2021

- HE ED 120 - Introduction to the Biological Aspects of Fitness to Health
- DANCE 200 - The Spectrum of Dance in Society
- RLS 130 - Collaborative Skills and Processes for Community Recreation and Leisure (RLS 100 prerequisite)
- RLS 223 - Leisure and Human Behavior